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Introduction

Helen Frankenthaler (1928–2011) and David Smith (1906–1965) were friends throughout
the 1950s and 60s, as well as admirers of each other’s art. On the surface, David and Helen
seemed an unusual pair — the burly, robust sculptor of the Abstract Expressionist first generation and the elegant, lyrical painter more than twenty years younger. But both shared
the Surrealists’ embrace of impulse and chance; both had a strong work ethic and were
deeply versed in the art of the past; and both brought a stunning inventiveness to their chosen materials. So different as people, each possessed a markedly strong sense of identity as
an artist — a quality they respected in each other.
Helen and David met in 1950 and were frequent visitors to each other’s studios
and homes until Smith’s untimely death in 1965. Along with Helen’s then-husband, fellow
artist Robert Motherwell, and his two daughters, Jeannie and Lise, they shared art, talk,
meals, and time with David’s two daughters, Rebecca and Candida, at Robert’s beach
house in Provincetown, Massachusetts, and at David’s “sculpture farm” in the mountains of
the Adirondacks in upstate New York. This exhibition beautifully highlights the friendship
between two of the major artists of our time.
Clifford Ross
Rebecca Smith

left: Helen Frankenthaler with David Smith at Frankenthaler’s West End Avenue apartment, 1956
in front of Frankenthaler’s Mountains and Sea, 1952. Photo by Burt Glinn, courtesy Magnum Photos.

A SILENCE OF UNDERSTANDING:
Helen Frankenthaler and David Smith, 1950 -1965
by Lauren Mahony

In the spring of 1950, Helen Frankenthaler, just twenty-one years old and newly graduated
from Bennington College, met David Smith, almost twenty-three years her senior. The art
critic Clement Greenberg, a mutual friend and early champion of Smith’s work, introduced them. Despite any practical differences that might have rendered a friendship
unlikely — their age difference, Smith’s full-time move in 1940 to upstate New York,
Frankenthaler’s studio set-up in New York City — Frankenthaler and Smith formed an
enduring bond: they visited each other often, vacationed with their families, exchanged
letters, and, of course, looked at each other’s work. The works on paper, paintings, and
sculptures in this exhibition were made during this period of the artists’ friendship,
between 1950 and Smith’s death in 1965; the one exception is Smith’s Portrait of the Eagle’s
Keeper (plate 1), from 1948–49, which Frankenthaler acquired in 1951.1 The works demonstrate similarities in their approach and the parallel breakthroughs they achieved in these
years that influenced one another. In selecting smaller-scale, more intimate works by
Frankenthaler — some made at Smith’s studio — and pairing them with fully realized, relatively small sculptures by Smith, the connections between them become more readily
evident, illustrating a subtle visual dialogue between two of the twentieth century’s most
influential artists. As Frankenthaler recalled in 1983 about discussions of their aesthetic,
“There could be a silence of understanding.”2
Frankenthaler first began to visit Terminal Iron Works, Smith’s studio at Bolton
Landing on Lake George, in 1951, probably in the spring.3 She regularly made drawings
and paintings on her visits to the countryside, and the works she made there would inform
the abstract paintings she made in New York; she once said this practice left her “filled with
ideas about landscape, space, arrangement, perspective, repetition, flatness, light.”4 Mountains
and Sea, the breakthrough stain painting she made in October 1952, was made after a trip
through Nova Scotia that summer. Smith, who started making welded sculptures in 1933
after seeing illustrations of Pablo Picasso’s metal constructions in an issue of Cahiers d’Art,
reveled in the space surrounding his home and studio. He installed his sculptures outside so
he could view them against the backdrop of the Adirondack Mountains and sky, from multiple angles, and in relation to his other works. Frankenthaler was taken with this environment,
left: David Smith, 8/6/53, 1953 at Bolton Landing, New York. Photo by the artist, c. 1953.

Helen Frankenthaler, Mountains and Sea, 1952. Oil and charcoal on unsized, unprimed canvas, 863⁄8 x 1171⁄4 in.
Helen Frankenthaler Foundation, Inc., on extended loan to the National Gallery of Art,Washington, D.C.

David Smith, Hudson River Landscape, 1951. Welded painted steel and stainless steel, 4915⁄16 x 733⁄4 x 169⁄16 in.
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Purchase. Photo by the artist.

which she once described as marvelous.5 Number 6 (plate 6) and Bolton Landing (plate 8)
are among the works she made on these visits. Smith’s extraordinary achievements in
sculpture also had an impact on the young painter: sometime during the year of her first
visit, she acquired Smith’s sculpture Portrait of the Eagle’s Keeper, a Surrealist, abstracted figure whose fingerlike forms invite the viewer closer, just as its tusks threaten to impale.
Both artists, like most ambitious members of the New York School, were deeply
influenced by Cubism and Surrealism, the two movements that defined the European
avant-garde in the early twentieth century.When the poet and curator Frank O’Hara wrote
about Frankenthaler’s work in 1960, he described a crucial decision that must be made by
the contemporary artist, namely, “the very question of conscious composition, whether to
‘make the picture’ or ‘let it happen.’ Cubism says one thing and Surrealism the other, both
influences persisting in a variety of interpretations and guises … doubtless the strong temperament finds that no decision can be made: it must be one thing.”6 O’Hara states that
Frankenthaler’s direction is clear in Mountains and Sea, as she shifted from her formal Cubist
training in “making” to a freer style of “letting it happen,” using thinned paint and staining it
directly into raw canvas. As Frankenthaler did with painting, Smith also used his medium in
inventive ways to manifest his unique vision and to encompass varied sources. By the 1950s,

as his works increased in scale, he succeeded in calling attention to the flatness of the visual
image while also creating volume and suggesting deep space, in seminal works like Hudson
River Landscape and Australia ( both 1951). He created impossibly delicate forms out of steel,
emphasized their frontality, played with transparency, and made them defy gravity, distinguishing his work from traditional sculpture. On the subject of both artists’ grounding in
and departure from Cubism, the critic and curator Karen Wilkin has written, “For both
artists, the conception of Cubism is tempered and ultimately profoundly altered by even
stronger notions of openness and expansiveness. And for both Frankenthaler and Smith, the
tension between the insinuated, almost recognizable image and the work’s existence as ‘pure’
painting or sculpture is an important part of its impact.”7
The works in this exhibition demonstrate that Smith’s triumphs in the early 1950s,
and his interest in “openness and expansiveness,” influenced Frankenthaler’s move toward
the same. Three works on paper from 1950 and 1951 illustrated this shift in her conception
of pictorial space: Untitled (plate 2), The Picnic (plate 3), and 21st Street (plate 4). Untitled features a Willem de Kooning-esque labyrinth of closed, rounded forms, outlined in black and
looping in on themselves. The composition is more or less “allover,” and while the larger
forms in the center seem to be the focus, the forms around them are emphasized equally

and do not recede into any readable space. The Picnic shows a slight opening up of the space,
with thick, blue painted outlines breaking apart the drawn forms, while in 21st Street,
Frankenthaler has opened up the space dramatically, leaving much of the paper exposed and
even including a red mountain range in the distance. In a play on surface and depth,
Frankenthaler used her fingers to create the blue forms at the left, giving them a sculpted
presence, while the rectangular book-shaped form that encloses them invokes the shape and
flatness of the paper; these devices will be observed in later works. Several forms in 21st Street
even relate to Smith’s Hudson River Landscape; the rounded biomorphic shapes, the linear elements in black crayon that resemble Smith’s “train tracks,” and the fact that the central form
seems to be elevated on a sculptural base. Frankenthaler would develop this shift toward
“openness and expansiveness” throughout the decade and into the 1960s, exploring the tension between surface and depth, and often leaving large areas of canvas or paper exposed. As
she rapidly developed her ideas and techniques in this period, they also appear to have influenced Smith’s contemporaneous work.Wilkin has described the soft-edged shapes of Smith’s
Voltri series, made over a month in Italy in the spring of 1962, as “like solidified versions of
Frankenthaler’s pours.”8 Earlier than this, in 1956, Smith titled a sculpture Poured Rectangles,
evoking a connection to her technique of pouring paint onto canvases on the floor.9
Smith and Frankenthaler both executed works quickly and with great confidence. Smith acknowledged the satisfaction they shared in making their work when he
wrote to Frankenthaler, “Real beauty in life is well fed girls in the house, black night,
totally quiet except symphony from WQXR — cleaned up shop — acid etching name
and date on last finished work, new one going on floor, and finished work about, sometimes the consciousness and the sequence being the greatest glory I get.You know it all.”10
He often titled his drawings with the date on which they were made, marking a day in
the artist’s life.11 In 1953, he applied this titling strategy to sculpture, with works like
8/6/53 (plate 9), in a series of sculptures generally referred to as the “drawings,” which
evoke flat, drawn forms that simultaneously encompass volumes. Frankenthaler saw this
sculpture and another, 9/15/53, shortly after they were made, and her works on paper in
this period bear the influence of Smith’s approach.12 8/6/53 features a spiderlike form suspended within a circle, itself suspended several feet above the ground. Like so many sculptures from this decade, 8/6/53 is also undeniably related to the human form through its
verticality and abstracted geometric forms, with the circle representing the head, held up
by a sinuous spine and two legs. The central forms, composed of found objects, are remi-

Helen Frankenthaler and David Smith behind 9/15/53, 1953 at Bolton Landing in 1953.
Photo courtesy the Dedalus Foundation, Inc.

niscent of the ominous, fingerlike forms in Portrait of the Eagle’s Keeper, but appear almost
painterly when viewed frontally and could almost be interpreted as Jackson Pollock drips
or Frankenthaler pours — gestures frozen in space. Europa (plate 5), made the same year,
has a linear quality related to the “drawings” sculptures and the Agricola series he began in
1952, but is more animated, encompassing humor and violence. Frankenthaler would
address the myth of Europa four years later, with a painting of the same title, based on the
Titian painting, The Rape of Europa.
In July 1957, Frankenthaler visited Smith and his wife, Jean Freas, at Bolton Landing
and made Number 6, consisting of eight small gouaches mounted on board. The drawings
appear to have been executed freely and quickly, using a variety of techniques; the yellow
and red forms in the lower left image were made with the artist’s fingerprints, while she
pressed a perfect red circle using something mechanical, perhaps one of Smith’s tools. Many
include features of the landscape (suns, moons, mountains, train tracks), and some may suggest the armature of Smith’s sculpture: at upper left, a circular form resembles Smith’s
Timeless Clock, made the same year, while the undulating lines of the work immediately to
the right sprout from the ground like a sculpture from its base, resembling the earlier Smith
work, Agricola IX, from 1952, or a work from the “drawings” series. A horizontal yellow line

Portion of a letter from Helen Frankenthaler to Jean Freas and David Smith.
The Jean Freas Papers, courtesy The Estate of David Smith.

across the top row of sheets indicates that although composed individually, Frankenthaler
likely made additional markings once the eight were mounted together; this line seems to
emphasize the horizon, hovering underneath the sculptural forms, just as Smith often
composed photographs of his work. The image at bottom right could be a humorous selfportrait. As Frankenthaler wrote to Smith and Freas shortly after this visit, “I feel so good
and easy with you all … where else can I stagger around at midnight, my hair awry …?”13
The freedom and inspiration she felt at Bolton Landing is conveyed in these lively drawings. That year, Frankenthaler made a number of sumptuous pastoral landscape paintings.14
On that same July visit, Frankenthaler returned to a Smith sculpture she likely
knew well: The Hero, from 1951–52, with which she had been photographed in October
1951. As Smith was preparing for two major exhibitions in New York, she wrote to him
after her visit, “David — I can’t get some of the new (and older) work I saw out of my
mind. My god it’s exciting and you know I know it and mean it.”15 She then sketched
within the letter six works that affected her, including The Hero.16 Comparisons have been
made between The Hero and Frankenthaler’s Nude, made in the fall of 1958, for their visual
echoes, verticality, and clever use of negative space.17 Indeed, the two works share an
upright, spare composition that describes a figure in abstracted forms, with a rectangular
shape standing for a part of the body and bisected by a vertical line. But, in keeping with
their tacit influence on one another, Frankenthaler never acknowledged that she had The

left: David Smith, The Hero, 1951–52. Steel, 7311⁄16 x 251⁄2 x 113⁄4 in.
Brooklyn Museum, Dick S. Ramsay Fund, 57.185. Photo by the artist.
right: Helen Frankenthaler, Nude, 1958. Oil on unsized, unprimed canvas, 1011⁄2 x 451⁄2 in.
Helen Frankenthaler Foundation. Photo by Rob McKeever, courtesy Gagosian Gallery.

Hero in mind when making Nude. She instead emphasized the role of chance in its making:
“Part of what I had in mind was a play on symmetry … I used dots as lines. They may have
started as a few accidental drops from the brush. I seized the accident and put it to work by
continuing the dots to make the equivalent of what I needed there.”18
The rectangle in Nude has its origins in the square in Frankenthaler’s Untitled
(plate 7), made in August 1958;19 it relates, at least indirectly, to Smith’s abstract geometry.As
author and curator John Elderfield has noted in describing Smith’s influence on the ideographic imagery in Frankenthaler’s paintings of the early 1960s and the connection of both
to Synthetic Cubism, “The square now dominates. It repeats the literal shape of the canvas,
anchoring the ambiguous play of positive and negative spaces, the movement within and
without it, the varied thick and thin drawing of which it is composed.”20 It is what
Frankenthaler does to the square, in drawings like Untitled, Bolton Landing, Blue Square Plus
Two (plate 12), and many others from this period, that connects these forms to Smith’s
work. In Untitled, the square is pushed back into space by the diagonal form to its left,
which itself seems to explode on the surface from the impact. In Bolton Landing, the black
square includes the same “dots as lines” technique that she described in making Nude; here,
the lower right corner of the square has been rounded off, while its previous right angle
exists only in scratched pencil marks that are echoed on the opposite side. The incomplete
ochre diamond form hovers in front of the black square, twists away from the viewer, and is
grounded in a sculptural base. The central square in Blue Square Plus Two contorts in space,
while the ochre forms flanking it are given dimension by the oil halos that surround
them.21 The abstract, sculptural elements of these drawings, with their play on flatness and
depth, connect them to Smith’s two major series of sculpture — the Zigs and the Cubis —
on which he had embarked in that same period, before his sudden death in 1965. It is these
elements and connections that demonstrate the “silence of understanding” Frankenthaler
referred to when characterizing their artistic dialogue over the course of their friendship.
Lauren Mahony organizes special exhibitions for Gagosian Gallery, where she worked on the 2013 exhibition, Painted on 21st Street: Helen Frankenthaler from 1950 to 1959.
The author would like to thank Cecelia Barnett, Susan Cooke, John Elderfield, Alison McDonald,
Maureen St. Onge, Allyn Shepard, Elizabeth Smith, and Peter Stevens for their kind assistance with
research, and for their helpful comments on this essay.
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